
The opportunity to sell tar sands oil to China has attracted two
major pipeline companies: Kinder Morgan, with an existing
marine shipping terminal in Burnaby; and Enbridge, who
propose a pipeline—the Northern Gateway Project—to Kitimat
where the company would build a marine shipping terminal for
the loading of some 200 Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs)
each year. 

These maximum size tankers are not easily maneuverable
and take over 2 miles to stop.They are expected to navigate
through some 90 miles of narrow, winding, uncontrolled
channels to Hecate Strait, with at least 14 changes of course. As
shown by accidents with the Queen of the North and the Exxon
Valdez, if they stray off course by as little as 15 or 20º, they will
be aground within minutes. 

Should VLCC’s be permitted to travel the narrow channels
to Kitimat? The Tanker Guidelines Workgroup of the Western
Marine Community Coalition has engaged BC Coast Pilots to
undertake detailed vessel handling and routing simulation
exercises to find out.

In the meantime, let’s consider the ships, the accidents that
can happen, and the geography of three tanker routes in detail.

Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCCs)
A VLCC is about 1,000ft long, 170ft wide, and draws about 65ft
when fully loaded to some 300,000 tons. It shares a couple of
characteristics with an iceberg; most of its bulk is underwater,
and it weighs a lot more than it appears to.

A VLCC has a typical speed of about 12 knots, and a
minimum turning circle diameter of about 1.4 nautical miles
(nmi). It takes over 2nmi to come to a crash stop from 12 knots,
and this takes 14 minutes. It is then helpless and will drift
according to winds and currents.

Two Groundings
How could an accident happen? Here are two examples (of
many):

On March 22, 2006, the Queen of the North, southbound
across Wright Sound (which is part of the route from Kitimat to
Hecate Strait) failed to make a 15º turn at Sainty Point.
Travelling on autopilot at 17.5 knots, she ran ashore on Gil
Island within 14 minutes.

On March 23, 1989, The Exxon Valdez, outbound from the

Valdez, Alaska oil terminal, travelling at 12 knots across Prince
William Sound, obtained permission from the Vessel Traffic
Center at 23:25 to use the inbound shipping lane to avoid
floating ice—there being no inbound ships. She turned 40º to
port, and in the centre of the separation zone a further 20º to
port (which was not reported to the VTC), was placed on
autopilot, and crossed the inbound lane diagonally. The ship
failed to turn back to starboard into the inbound lane, crossing
its outer border at 23:47. Twenty minutes later, despite a last
minute hard-right rudder, the ship ran aground on Bligh Reef
at 12 knots. 

There are several common elements to both these accidents:
•both vessels were on autopilot when they ran aground;
•neither vessel had a senior officer or a pilot on the bridge;
•both groundings were at night, so the direction and location 

of the vessels could not be confirmed visually from the 
bridge;

•both vessels were under orders to alter course when a 
specified light was ‘abeam’. In one case, the course alteration 

was not made; in the other, the vessel was not on the course 
that had been assumed when the order was given; and

• in both cases, the critical course alteration was not large;
only 15º and 20º. 

Dangers of Any Very Large Crude
Carrier Course Deviation

Even a small course deviation, as in both these accidents, can
get a VLCC into trouble. Travelling down one side of a channel
only 2nmi wide, a deviation from the correct course of only 15º
to starboard will take the ship 1/4nmi closer to the near shore
for every nautical mile it travels. If uncorrected, the ship will
collide with the shore within 2nmi. At a normal VLCC speed of
12 knots, this will happen in about ten minutes.

Should the bridge immediately detect that a VLCC is off
course and order full reverse, the ship will not come to a stop
before colliding with the shore, and it will also lose steering
control. On the other hand, if the bridge immediately orders a
sudden change of course to ‘hard a port’, the ship, already
turning to starboard with 300,000 tons of momentum, will
respond sluggishly but may have time to avoid the shore.

Although it may appear that a ship 1,000ft long should not
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be too difficult to steer down one side of a channel 12,000ft
wide, the momentum of the ship will impede any sudden
avoidance actions, either in attempting to bring it to a stop or
changing its direction. Even a small error in steering will be
hard to correct. 

The same would apply to off-course corrections made
necessary by currents or wind.

Three Tanker Routes
What follows are descriptions of three routes that are, or could
potentially be, taken by loaded tankers, carrying oil outbound.
They are:
1. The route from Valdez, Alaska to the Gulf of Alaska,
as taken by VLCCs for many years, including the Exxon Valdez,
which ran aground on Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound in
1989. 
2. The route outbound to the Pacific, from Deltaport
at Tsawwassen, south of Vancouver, through the
Strait of Juan de Fuca. The route is representative both of
that taken by VLCCs inbound from Alaska to Cherry Point
refinery in the State of Washington, and of smaller tankers
which might be outbound from Kinder Morgan’s Burnaby
terminal. 

Kinder Morgan are currently expanding the capacity of the
former Trans-Mountain pipeline to 300,000 barrels per day
(b/d) and have longer term plans to expand it to 700,000 b/d.
The Port of Vancouver shipped twice as much oil in 2009 as it
did in 2008; some 80 tankers in 2009, compared with 55 in
2008.
3. The route outbound from Kitimat to Hecate Strait.
Enbridge, who plan a pipeline from the Alberta tar sands to
Kitimat, and a reverse pipeline to carry diluent from Kitimat
back to the tar sands, have indicated that they will not take any
responsibility for shipping to and from Kitimat. However, their
planned pipeline capacity, some 525,000 b/d, would indicate
that VLCCs will be used. 

(Plans have also been mooted for an LNG terminal at
Kitimat, fed by a gas pipeline from natural gas fields in
northeastern BC. LNG tankers would use the same shipping
route.)

1. Valdez, Alaska
This is the southern terminal of the trans-Alaska pipeline,
which carries oil from the North Slope oilfield. Tankers loaded
in Valdez are for US destinations, since US law does not permit
direct foreign exports from Alaska. As North Slope production
declines, so do shipments from Valdez.

VLCCs have always been used for shipping from Valdez. 
The oil terminal itself is situated on the south side the

sheltered harbour of Port Valdez. It is 4nmi to Valdez Narrows,
an extremely tight passage about 6nmi long and and only
3,000ft wide at its narrowest. Further, it requires a 60º turn at
its eastern entrance from the harbour and two further 10º turns
to the western exit. Up to five powerful tugs are used to assist

tankers to dock and undock at the terminal and through the
narrows.

Once through the narrows, ships are west and southbound
for some 36nmi through Prince William Sound, each loaded
single-hulled ship accompanied by two tugs (double-hulled
ships are exempt from this requirement). A ship separation
scheme is in effect in the Sound, controlled by a vessel Traffic
Control Centre. Bad weather and floating ice can be
encountered, but sea room is generous. (The Exxon Valdez
grounding occurred well outside the separation scheme
boundaries.) Vessels exit the Sound to the Gulf Of Alaska
through a 5nmi wide passage past Cape Hinchinbrook. A
further rescue tug is located at Cape Hinchinbrook.

2. Strait of Juan de Fuca
Tankers outbound from the Kinder Morgan terminal in North
Burnaby must navigate Vancouver’s Second Narrows, under
the railway bridge and the Ironworkers’ Memorial road bridge,
travel through Vancouver Harbour, and then the First Narrows,
under the Lions Gate bridge.

The largest ships currently handled at the Burnaby
Westridge terminal are Aframax size, with a capacity of some
700,000 barrels of oil; these are one-third the size of VLCCs.
Even the Aframax tankers cannot carry full loads because of
depth limitations at First and Second Narrows. 

However, Kinder Morgan and the Port of Vancouver have
plans to dredge both of these passages, to make larger tankers
practical; though no plans to bring VLCCs into Burrard Inlet
have been suggested. 

In addition, in order to feed the fuel needs of planes at
Vancouver Airport (YVR), a tanker terminal at the mouth of the
Fraser River has also been proposed.

All ship movements within the Vancouver Harbour Limits,
throughout the Gulf and San Juan Islands, and the Strait of
Juan de Fuca, are controlled by Vessel Traffic Control systems
based in Victoria, Vancouver, and Seattle. The typical channel
width set for merchant shipping in Haro Strait (distance
23.5nmi) is less than 2nmi, with its narrowest point at
Boundary Pass, 0.5nmi. There are two 60º turns, at Boundary
Pass and Turn Point. Two-way shipping lanes are set out from
Cormorant Point to Swiftsure Bank at the mouth of the Strait of
Juan de Fuca (total 80.5nmi), and, once in the open water of
the Strait, these may be as wide as 6nmi. This route includes
three turns of 65º–70º and a number of less severe changes of
direction.

Ship movements inbound and outbound to Cherry Point are
up Rosario Strait, and while clear ship channels leading to
Rosario are defined, a study of actual vessel tracks by the US
Coast Guard shows that they are generally not respected. The
shipping lane up Rosario Strait (about 10nmi long) is only
about 0.5nmi wide, but is not as constricted as Valdez Narrows.

These are busy waterways, averaging about 10,000 ship
movements per year. The only tug assigned to assist vessels
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which lose power, steering, etc. is stationed at Neah Bay, near
the mouth of Juan de Fuca Strait. Emergencies elsewhere are
attended by what is termed a ‘tug-of-convenience’ system.

3.Kitimat
The total distance from Kitimat to open water in Hecate Strait
is about 94.3nmi. Some 47.9nmi of this, from Kitimat to Wright
Sound, must be traveled down Douglas Channel, typically 2nmi
wide. The narrowest part of the route is from the Kitimat
Harbour Limit past Point Ashton to Stair Creek and is as
narrow as 0.8nmi. This section of Douglas Channel includes six
course changes, the greatest being 35º.

From Wright Sound (the site of the Queen of the North
accident), where the ship must navigate two 110º turns, narrow
passages persist for another 13nmi before the comparatively
open water of Squally Channel is reached. This part of the route
includes three course changes, the greatest being 75º. 

Finally, two more course changes (including 90º at
Alexander Island) bring ships out to Hecate Strait.

Enbridge anticipates that some 200 VLCC tankers per year
will take this route, both inbound and outbound. (Also
travelling these narrow inlets could be an unknown number of
natural gas tankers.) It is expected that tankers will be double-
hulled, and accompanied by escort tugs. However, Enbridge
have made it clear that their responsibility ends at the Kitimat
waterfront—who will operate the ships is not yet known.

Kitimat Does Not Compare Favourably
Over a twenty year operating period, some 4,000 VLCC trips
outbound, and a similar number inbound, would travel the
narrow channels to and from Kitimat. The route from Kitimat
is more hazardous and a longer distance, than the route from
Valdez. Although shorter, it is less well controlled than the
routes from Burnaby, Deltaport, or Cherry Point. And it is
unclear who is willing to take responsibility for the safety of
some 200 VLCC tanker voyages per year each way, each
carrying up to 300,000 barrels of tar sands oil. 

Naturally, the risk of an accident will be as small as skilled
pilots and skippers, steering well-maintained ships, can make
it. But, as demonstrated, it is not negligible, and the destructive
potential of a VLCC accident is gigantic. The Exxon Valdez
contaminated 450 miles of coastline and 13,000 square miles
of sea—unthinkable on BC’s coast. 

The figures in this article are based on rough measurements
and calculations, but they show that the Workgroup of the
Western Marine Community Coalition is right to be concerned. 

In Kitimat, the Douglas Channel Watch group has also
expressed concern. The group can be reached through Dieter
Wagner at 250-632-7293. Another source of information is
BC’s Dogwood Initiative (dogwoodinitiative.org) which has
long campaigned against oil tankers in BC’s coastal waters. 0
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